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KEEP 'CHRIST' 
IN 
CHRISTMAS anm Ithaca College Choir Concert Wed., Dec. 15, 8:15 p.m. Little Theatre 
Member Associated Collegiate Press 
Vol. 26, No . ..l 0 Ithaca College, Ithaca, New York, December 14, 1954 10 Pages 
Lawrence of Arabia is Frosh Elections· Stir Interest Oracle, Adelphi Elect New 
Premiered at Theatre Moffa Is Pres. 
With all the fanfare of a circus 
parade and the scheming of the 
politicos in Washington, Freshman 
class nominees staged the splash-
iest race for president, vicepresi-
den t, secretary-treasurer, and stu-
dent-council representative that 
Ithaca College has ever seen. 
After an exciting ten day battle 
complete with posters, slogans, re-
cording machine and letter grim-
micks, Don Moffa emerged as 
president; Dave Melenbacher, vice-
preeident; Marilyn Miller, secre-
tary-treasurer; and Dave Kieser-
man, student council representa-
tive. 
----Members From Seniors, Frosh 
-;r~ee students were accepted in-
to membership of Oracle, Senior 
Hono1· Society, Friday, Dec. 3. 
Th~y were Marjorie Peck, David 
George and Joel Levy. 
Adelphi, the freshman Honor 
Society of IC, held its formal 
initiation banquet on Sunday, Dec. 
5, at the Ithaca Hotel. 
Ma1·jorie Peck, a senior in the 
ph:;s · cal education department, is 
from Clinton, N. Y. She is a mem-
ber of th2 Majors Club, W.C.C., 
W.A.A., and is treasurer of Phi 
Delta Pi. In the past she has been 
on the Dean's list, a member of 
Adelphi, vice-president of the 
W.A.A., and corresponding secre-
tary of Phi Delta Pi. This fall she 
was selected for Who's Who among 
Students in American Universities 
Spirit was high throughout the :.ind Colleges. 
campaign with WIT.J cooperating 
The following students were 
chosen to receive invitations to 
become Adelphi members because 
of their high scholastic attainment 
in their freshman year: BilJ Alex-
ander, Carl Austin, Carolyn Chol-
ewa, Tiichard Cleghorn, Bill Col-
lins, Betty Lou Cone, Lyle Corbit, 
Vincent Cross, Roddie Dobris, Jan-
et Donald, Ronald Gonder, Paul-
ette Jaffe, Thomas Keane, l\Iary · 
Kehoe, Richard Kitt, :Mary Janet 
Lazarony, Alan Levine, ,Jane Mac-
innes, Richard Manwaring, Kelvin 
Nelson, Sylia Parks, Ben Patrizzi, 
Donald Reeves, .John Riihinen, Bet-
ty Rupp, Sam Sammarco, David 
Sass, Ione Seeley, Preston Spru-
ance, Sue Steele, Mary Tyler, 
Mary Ufford, Dorothy Van Zoren, 
Douglas Walrath, Gladys Wasser, 
Diane E. Watkins, and Ann Wheel-
David George, a senior in the 
with short political announce- business department, is from Pcr-
Jack Holcomb (leftj, and Jared Brown 
ments and each candidate putting 
· h 1 ,·y, N. Y. He has been on the 111 weary ours, iard-earned cash, D(:an's list, and is a member of 
ancl plenty of solid work to make Kappa Psi Alpha. He was busi-
theiJ" individual campaigns a sue-The premiere of the historical tL second lieutenant and ended as ness manager of the Cayugan. Re-
play, La,urn<·P of .\rahia, was held a lieutenant colonel. Bt1t he had cess. rently he to:> was selected for Plans have already been formu-in the College Theatre on Wednes- made certain promises to Arab Who's Who Among American Uni-lated by the new slate of officers day, Dec. S. The play, in prologue, leaden; he was unable to fulfill. versities and Colleges. 
. for a possible Christmas dance and er. 
epilcgue, and two acts will be re- for British statesman had different Joel Levy, a senior in the radio 
other fund-raising projects. peated by a cast of 31 male drama plans at. the peace conference of _____ I department, is from Albany, N. Y. 
students nightly through Saturday, 1!119. Feeling that he had been "let , He was president of Adelphi, and Frosh Writes Poem 
Atcepled By Dec. 11. down." he declined a peerage, Dis- y on the Dean's list. This year he is The authors, John Huntington, tinguished Service Order, and other y,uusic Department Production Director of WIT,T, and 
director of the Spa Summer The- high British government honors. ·welcomes Add1"l1"on on the Scampers committee. Joel 
ater at Saratoga Springs, and Ers- .Jared Brown. a freshrnan, plays has been a member of Delta Kap-
kine I~. Gilbert. associated with the the title role. AJ)pearing as mem- pa, Jnte1 fraternitv Council Stu- James Rich, freshman in the 
::ii'I Anthology 
motion picture industry, arrived hers of the British high command To Faculty dent Council, ma~aging editor of [ R.idio Department. has lieen noti-
in Ithaca last week encl. They in Arabia are: Lloyd :lleeker, Bill ,he Ithacan and social chairman I f:i.cl by the National Poetry Asso-
"The he,;t thing ,hit's hapj)ened · t· ti t J • \ I 1· t· viewed the rehearsals and attended Wheeler, .fock Holcomb, Claucine . . . . ' . of lhe junior class. He has appear- crn Hm ia lls poem. - 1 ei I<'a Hill 
the premiere. · Evans. Don Pultz, and Larry Roy. t~ nolm mmors smce ,t,:ie b:gi~- 2d in many dramatic productions. to tlw ('atlwilral, has been accepted 
:llr. Eugene Wood, chairman of Jthers in the cast include: Jose mng of L;,b Orc~JeSt ra. Tins IS In addition, he was also selected for publication in the Annual An-
the Drama Department, directed ?olansky. Jan Peters . .Jim Hashim, what th8Y re say:ng about_ young for Who's Who Among- Student, thology of College Poetry. 
D , 1 11 b I Ed , 1 . and handsome :\Ir. Troupm, the , . U . . . Tlii·s \ntliol \" · -1 t· the players. George Hoerner, as- ave ., e I en ac 1er, · ., us1cus, . . , · 1 ·11 ,.mencan nwers1t1es and Col- · : og. 1s a comp1 a 10n 
sociate professor of drama, de- Gordon :\!artin. neweSt additwn to th e I. < · mUSIC lege3. of the finest poetry written by col-
signed the sets. The young sons of Auda are\ faculty. ----- lege men and women of America. 
The play tells the story of the played by :\like Cardoza and Don lkr~ in Dn::toi1. . E!lwa rll . ( · , representing every section of the 
life of T. E. Lawrence of Great .'.xardner. both students at Boynton I Troupm . now hves Ill B_rooklme. ~ A I Celebrates eountry. Selections were made 
Britain between 1916 and 1919, Junior High School. The rest of ~lass. _J;emg of a very musical fam- al• 1 " from thousands of l)oems submit-
when he became known as "Law- the H' ca~t are: .fern Rachmiel, ily. he began piano lessons at four 50th Anniversary ted. 
rence of Arabia'' for his World Bob :llcPherson, Bob Belfance, Jim ,nid ,·iolin at seven, studying with 
War I exploits in behalf of the :llcKenna, Dave Carver, Frank :\lur- .Joseph Leibo,·il'i of th e Boston 
Arab cause. and leading them ley, Kick Hen, and Bill Alexander . .3yn:11lwny a nd Frank :\lacDonald 
against the Turks, who had sided Stage :\lanager is Judy Schaeler; of th c ~ew Englaud ('onservatory. 
· S :\Ir. Troupin's high school years 
with Gern,anr and the central pow- Roddie Dobris is Assistant tage 
ers: Lawrence entered the war as :llanager. were spent at Philli1is Academy in 
Andover, :\lass. 
! Bombers Win Opener, 
1 Then Drop Three 
With such C'Xcellent training 
prior to college. it is easy to see 
why he was an elected officer and 
assistant condul.!tor of the orches-
tra while at Han·ard. There in 1!J.12 
he began premedical training and As Chadwick Stars 
College Publicity 
Director Authors 
Ithaca Locale Book The Ithaca College Bombers later selected mathematics for his 
undergraduate field of concentra-
Harold Jansen, Ithaca College I flew high wide a nd ~andsome as tion. However, graduation from 
Ubll·ci·t , di"rector and local news- they free-wheeled their way to a ,1 p ): :· arvard was to he delayed until 
· th thor of a new 77-70 win over Wilkes College be-paperman, 1s e au . . h 1·9·!i for the war found :\Ir. TrouJ)-
book of human interest stories,' f?re an enthusiaSt1c throng t at :n a gunner and radio operator in 
"This Way to Podunk," ($2.00) filled Boynton gym laSt Wednes- the Fifteenth Air Force. After sen·-
published by Vantage Press Inc., day.h B b h lk d 
N y ·k 1 N y T e om ers c a ·e up a re-cw 01 ' · • venge decision to get the new 
ing in the Italian ('ampaign in l!J.15 
(Cont. on. Page 9, Col. 3) 
The anecdotes of local area campaign roJling in the right di-
places and personalities, plus a rection, in part atoning for the 
few nationally-known figures, two losses dished out to them by 'DUFO' Says • • • 
were expanded from columnist the same Colonels from Pennsyl-
and feature material collected by vania last year. 
Mr. Jansen during his newspaper As their chief weapons the Ith-
work. He relates of Mme. Sebela aca athletes used the fast break 
\Vehe, dramatic soprano who was I repeatedly and proved much too 
elected "Duchess of Dartmouth;" 1 rough and tough under the boards 
the "Hugo N. Frye" hoax that for their Pennsylvanian cousins. 
trapped the Washington political Co-Capt. Al Chadwick was the big 
bigwigs; the "mayor" of Podunk man in the IC attack as he leveled 
who told tall tales; the Dionne off with his dead eye accurately 
quintuplets, Mrs. Franklin D. enough to pour in 2D tallies. He 
Roosevelt, J can Hersholt, and dumped in eight of 1:3 field goal 
others. attempts and converted 1:3 of 1!J 
have tosses from the free throw line to 
Eve- account for his highest total ever, 
. TJ~e fiftieth anniversa_ry of the I (ilDAMM~N R~~1Gus 
S!gnmg of the S. A. I. mcorpora- Jn nnU tJ 11 
tion pa?ers was celebrat:d by the fRQM ITHA(AN-
IC Epsilon chapter on \\-ednesday 
evening, Dec. 1. The patronesses, ln1\LANSKY NEW ED 
members, alumni and pledges of ll"~ • 
the chapter joined in a mass meet- The resignation of Martin J. 
·ng at the fraternity house to Shannon from the position of edi-
observe the occasion with a pledge tor-in-chief of THE ITHACA1" was 
musical and fraternity sing. The announced earlier this week. The 
musical was under the direction resignation will become effective 
of Dorothy Van Zaren, while the immediately after the publication 
sing was led by Nancy Haven, rf thf> Deeember 10 l'hristmas 
music chairman. issue. 
A special memorial service for .lose Polansky_ a speech major 
Roselyn Haris, who was killed in and the only other capable senior 
an automobile accident while driv- on the staff, is slated to assume 
ing to her home in Schenectady, tlw editorship of the newspaper. 
~ollowcd the incorporation cere- Pol.msky has worked on various 
mony. The members, repeating the staffs of the 11ublicatio11 throughout 
•raternity prayer and singing the his college career, his latest duties 
Farewell Song, paid tribute to being in the capacity of circulation 
'heir departed sister. manager. 
W.I.T.J. Broadcasts 
The reason for Shannon's resig-
nation after reig-ning over the pa-
per for the last three issues of the 
Begmning Saturday, Dec. 4, l!l5-I spring- semester and for the 
\VITJ will broadcast six days a first senn issuPs of this semester. 
week. Herb Burkhalter, General was gin•n as "strictly academic". 
Manager, has announced that "I hate to do it."' said Shannon, 
many new programs will go into "but (as all my teachers keep tcll-
effect. Included in these programs ing me) sehool work comes first.'' 
will be a children's show and a He continuc!d. 'Tm ,;ure that Jose 
program called .\1hpnt11rl.'s in H1•. is just the man (or the job.'' 
SC'ar1•h whieh will dramatize the Shannon. although leaving the 
life of a famous inventor. There editorshi11 of the JHlP!'r, will renwin 
will also be an hour long woman's in an advisory position on the staff 
program that will feature records as te<'lmical advisor. 
and talk, primarily for the wom-Articles by Mr. Jansen 
appeared in the Saturday 
ning Post, Reader's Digest, 
Week, American Weekly, 
other national publications. 
This scored as a Bomber. 
and It was an uphqJ s•rugn-Jc du•·ing 
(Cant. on Page 6, Col 1) 
"I have NINE lives -
YOUf Drive Carefully! 
an. In the afternoon there will be the B ·itish theater. WITJ wi]J 
have\ a two-hour dramatic presentation 
I 
broadcast from !) a.m.-.J p.m. on 
f'.·om the BBC featuring stars of, Saturday's. 
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MERRY CHRI$TMA$ Rcwuu;, Repollie"' 
by 
Jerry Rachmiel Stampers Record person sold nine orders by himself, so if one can sell that many, each 
buyer should be able to sell one 
There was a time, way back when, when the season of Christ-
mas was a little more than just the time of year when the local 
merchants banded together in a concentrated effort to fleece the 
populance. -- --- ---------- ----------------· To the Scampers' record purchas- extra. 
ers: The deadline should be set and I 
The question of "Where are the \Vhen this annual practice of present exchange was first estab-lished, some shopkeepers started to cater to the gift-giving public 
by perhaps stocking a few extra items. From this ever so humble 
beginning, the art of "milking the public" has progressed to a 
point where it has become downright ridiculous. It was almost a 
month ago, on Monday, November 15, that the first of the Christ-
mas decorations appeared in Ithaca stores and on Ithaca streets. 
C!uestion: What doeR Christmas records?" is quite a popular one suggest .Jan. 8. If by this date 
enough orders are not in, I suggest 
the money be returned and the 
whole thing be dropped. I don't 
mean to you? and it is well justified as far as 
I can see. There is only one person 
responsible for not getting more 
information to the purchasers and 
that is myself. But I would like At the rate the Christmas season is developing now, it won't 
be too many years until the Fourth of July is the signal for the 
start of the holiday. 
i,.~~-<=:,-_}--.. ~,,i$_2-~~y~~.~"~_).--·~~~~~ 
~); "'-~~~~ ... ~~ ~ . ~~-ur 
~ ~ ~ Have Yourself ~ ~ ~ flt 1J~ k A M {{{ M 
I Merry Little Christmas W 
I ~ ~ w but . . . at I ~ ~ ~ 
.lit Do It Safely and Sanely. ; 
I ~ I ~ 
::ft We sure would like ~ 
I ~ I to see you back w 
~ I ~ in school next year. 1e 
~ th .1~~~~~~~;:~~~~J 
Founded 
January 8, 1931 
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want this to happen, because I 
want the record too. We will have 
another show well in swing by 
to state here and now that one then, and it is too much to do to 
person cannot sell all the records keep prolonging it. I am open for 
needed, by himself. We have at the 
)[at.t .\Iessi 
present time 22 orders paid for. 
Six people said they would buy 
when the records got here. So with 
a little multiplication ($22x$4), we 
Christmas is now becoming too end up with $88, and this is a very 
commercialized, and because of it, small sum to offer a recording com-
the true spirit of Christmas is be- pany to press a 10 or 12 inch 
ing forgotten. Christmas is the 
yearly celebration of the birth of 
;:hrist, the founder of the Christian 
religion, and, being a Christian, I 
record. In fact, there isn't a com-
pany that I have contacted that 
would put their machinery to work 
for· less than a 35 record order. 
always think of Christmas in this Until we can sell more records, we 
way. During Christmas everyone are going to have to wait. 
seems to be more gentle, humble, There is one way by which we 
and in a helpful spirit. It's too bad, may get them sooner: if everyone 
however, that this true Christmas who has purchased a record would 
spirit lasts for only a few weelts in turn sell another. Then we 
and not the year 'rrrnnd. Christmas would have the records in process 
gives us a chance to redeem our- in a very short while. It takes be-
selves by being 1;10re helpful to tween two or three weeks after 
others. 
t,ortlon Y. Jlurtin 
This Christmas will be one of 
the few that I have had at home. 
Traveling throughout various 
countries abroad. I have noticed 
n,any people 'at this time of year 
who are less fortunate than we in 
the United States. I have eaten 
~·hristmas meals that would be 
frowned upon by the average in-
dividual. For some people in this 
w.1rld do not have turkey or roast 
duck and other fowl. Some have 
no more than cold meat, bread and 
soup. They also have bitter mem-
ories of the homes they used to 
have and the wars that were res-
ponsible for now missing relatives. 
3till these people have a deep 
reverence for Christmas. Somehow 
people here fail to have this sin-
cere respect.-Therefore-my wish 
this Christmas will be that every-
one all over the world will truly 
enjoy theil· Christmas, respect their 
fellowmen, and thank God that 
they all still alive. 
the orders are in before we can 
get the records back. Last year one 
Delta Phi Zeta Welcomes 
Sant a al Party 
To c o n c I u d e the four-week 
pledging period, Delta Phi Zeta 
w:11 hold their second annual 
Christmas party on Tuesday even-
ing, Dec. 14. Again it promises to 
be a gala affair, complete with a 
buffet supper, entertainment, and 
a visit from Santa Claus, with a 
bag full of presents. To round off 
the evening, there will be caroling 
:md dancing for the g!r'.s and 
their dates. 
Each year, the patronesses of 
Delta Phi Zeta give the girls a 
Christmas party. This year it will 
b!! held on Monday, Dec. 13. 
Canterbury Club to Party 
Monday Night 
The Canterbury Club is planning 
a Christmas party to be held at 
the home of Jim Ellis, 105 N. Sun-
set Drive. 
Those interested are asked to 
meet at St. John's Church at 7:15; 
t··ansportation will be available. 
There will b~ an exchange of 
humorous gifts (not over 25 
cents), carol singing, games, danc-
ing and refreshments. 
suggestions at any time. 
Respectfully, 
George Lamkins, '55 
Democrats Slighted 
To the Editors: 
About four editions ago there 
was an article containing the plat-
form policies of Dwight Eisenhow-
er and the Republican Party. I 
was told that in the following edi-
tion of the Ithacan there would 
be a similar article on the Demo-
cratic Party. I feel that the paper 
has made a definite error in not 
doing this. We, the students, def-
initely should have an opportunity 
to hear and read both sides of any 
questions. especially those of a 
political nature. We arc the future 
voters and participants of our gov-
ernment. If there is a substantial 
reason for the item not appearing, 
I apologize. If not, then, let's have 
IT! 
-.Jerry Silverman, '55 
(Editor's note: Our apologies to 
:\Ir. Silverman and any of the other 
students who even noticed that the 
promised article did not appear. 
The news service which furnished 
us with the Republican side of the 
story failed to furnish the Demo-
cratic side in their subsequent re-
leases. However, if ::\Ir. Silverman, 
or anyone else for that matter, · 
wishes, The ITHACAN will make 
space available for the intelligent 
rebuttal of the Republican article. 
Librarians Still Needed 
in Washington, D. C. 
The United States Civil Service 
Commission announces that there 
is still a need for librarians in 
vur:ous Federal agencies in ·wash-
ing-ton. D. C., and vicinity, for 
positions paying from $3,410 to 
$7,040 a year. 
X1111cy ('11rroll 
Part of the American custom 
seems to be to accept Christmas 
for its material rewards. It is a 
tradition that must be confined to 
children. but so often the realiza-
This party climaxes a varied 
program which began in Sept., 
with a picnic at Enfield Park. 
Several meetings have been held 
to discuss the E~iscopal and Or-
thodox Churches and the differ-
ences between them and the Ro-
man Catholic and Protestant 
Churches. Refreshments and an 
informal social hour have conclud-
ed each meeting. 
Applicants are required to take 
a written test and must have 
completed (a) a full 4-year college 
course which included at least 30 
semester hours of study in library 
science; or (b) 4 years of pro-
gressive experience in library 
work; or (c) I full year of pro-
fe~sional library training in a 
library school plus 3 years of col-
lege study or 3 years of progres-
sive experience in library work. 
In addition, for positions paying 
$4,205 and up, applicants must 
have had experience in profession-
al library work . 
FEATURE .................................... Larry Roy, .Jerry Rachmicl, .Jim Hashim, 
lion of the true meaning of Christ-
mas is neglected as we grow older. 
To me the holiday season is the 
perfect time to sit back for a few 
minutes and just stop and say 
thank you, God. I want to say 
thanks for letting my family spend 
Christmas together, for my mother 
and daddy who have so much faith 
in me, for Ellen and George who 
bring alive the spirit of joy and 
excitement cf the holiday in our 
house, for providing for all of us 
that we may live comfortably, for 
sparing us the hardship we would 
have in losing each other, for my 
friends and tlie courage, help, and 
Any IC students, especially 
those of the Greek Orothdox faith, 
are invited to attend the meetings. 
Notices will be put on the bulle-
tin board. 
Fur'.her information and appli-
cation forms may be obtained at 
many post offices throughout the 
country, or from the U. S. Civil 
Service Commission, Washington 
25, D. C. Applications will be ac-
cepted by the Commission in Wash-
ington until further notice. 
Ron McKenney. 
BUSINESS .................................... Sally Litteer 
ADVERTISING ............................ Mike Blodgett 
FACULTY ADV1SOR .................. Dr. E. W. Terwilliger 
Published fortnightly for the students and faculty of Ithaca College. 
Contributions and suggestions are invited but will not be printed un-
less signed. Signatures will be withheld upon request. 
Views expressed by columnists within their signed columns do not 
necessarily reflect editorial policy or OI>inion. 
interest they have given me, and 
for allowing me to help those I 
can, for my opportunity to go to 
school and an intelligence to un-
derstand, and for letting me hear, 
see, and walk without handicap. 
But thanks most of all for letting 
me realize there is a God who is 
solely responsible for every single 
thing I have. This is sincerely 
what Christmas means to me. 
Christmas Vacation 
begins at 
12 Noon, Saturday 
December 18 
THE ITHACAN 
Florence Byrd Allen 
Rochester Develops 
Miuotext Process NYSMA Cont erence 
Held In Rochester-
54 From I.C. Attend 
by Sally Applegate 
ROCHESTER, N.Y. - (ACP) 
The University of Ilochester mic-
ropublication service, established 
as an experiment in 1953, has de-
veloped publishing programs in 
music, medicine, library science, 
Canadian studies, and historical 
manuscripts, and its microcard re-
productions have begun to sell in 
quantity to libraries throughout 
the United States. 
The Orient is a land of many goon, ~urma .on December 15, 1931. 
wonders which too few Americans __;irdie's first impression of Burma 
ever have an opportunity to visit. was a view of the Shive Dagon 
F'or many of us, it is shrouded in Pagoda as they entered the Irra-
mystery and our knowledge of it waddy River. This Pagoda is con-
seems confined to concepts gained sidered one of the most beautiful 
from the latest oriental type Holly- Buddhist temples in the world. It 
wood extravaganza. It is a rare is topped by .. a dazzling spire of 
privilege to meet a person who 
Known as the University of 
Rochester Press, it limits its pub-
lications to opaque microtext, in-
volving a photographic process 
which reproduces as many as 30 
pages of an average book on a 
3x5 card. Cards are enlarged to 
legible size by a reading machine. 
The nineteenth annual l'\ew York 
State School :\lusic Association 
:·onfercnce held in Rochester on 
Dec. 1-4 was attended by 14 I. C. 
f..icully members and about -10 mu-
sic students, who have brought 
back with them a stimulating ex-
perience of concerts, demonstra-
lions, discussions, lectures. dis-
plays, and luncheons with national-
ly famous experts in the music 
educatio11 field. I. C. faculty mem-
bers attending the conference at 
the Sheraton Hotel and the East-
has lived in the Orient for a num-
ber of years and become familiar 
with its customs and way of life. 
We of Ithaca College have such 
a person residing quietly in our 
midst. Her name is Florence-Byrd 
Allen and her many friends call 
her Birdie. 
l"nlike most American travelers, 
Eirdie was born abroad and came 
to America. She was born in .Jor-
hat, Assam, India on January H, 
1922. Her parents were American 
Baptist missionaries to India. Bir-
die's father died when she was only 
three and a half years old and the 
ren,aining Allens, Birdie, her moth-
er, and her sister Gladis, decided 
to return to America. They settled 
in Salisbury, :\laryland where they 
stayed for six years. Birdie had 
just gotten through fourth grade 
when :\!rs. Allen was asked to re-
turn to the Orient. this time to 
Bur:na as a teacher for the miss-
ionary children. Birdie can remem-
ber sailing from San Francisco Bay 
on Halloween night and a costume 
party on shipboard for the younger 
passengers later that evening. She 
was ten years old. 
The boat stopped at such inter-
esting ports as Honolulu; Kobe, 
.Japan; Shanghai; Hong Kong; 
:\lanila; Penang; and Singapore 
T rule-False Tests 
Have Got To Go-
Florence Byrd Allen 
man School were: President Job, 
Current emphasis is on out-of- :\Ir. Walter Beeler, :\Ir. Warren F. 
print books and unpublished re- Benson, :\Ir. George K. Driscoll, 
search materials in the fields of Dr. William :\I. Grimshaw, :\Ir. Ben-
medicine and music. jamin Light. Dr. Craig :\lel-Ienry. 
:\liss Helen Orr, :\Ir. Thomas Pul-
aski, Dean Conrad H. Rawski. :\Ir. 
subjects frpm second grade J,'orrcst S. Sanders, :\liss ('elia \\'. 
through eighth grade. Tht> school Slocum. :\Ir. Edward (', Tronpin. 
year began on :\larch 1st and ran and Dr. William E. Whybrew. 
through to l\oYember :rnth. It was 
a hoarding school. 11:o other kind .-\t Kilbourn Hall on Thursday 
n·ening Dr. Whybrew conducted would have been practiC'al in Bur-
::a where extensive travel is im- the I. < •• Brass Ensemble in works 
possible during the rainy seasons. by :\I. Franck, J. Pezel, \V. Os-
The students came from all parts borne. and R. Sanders. At almost 
the same time in the Eastman the-of Burma by canoe or by truck 
ater across the hall, Rudolph Ser-~ ften taking several days to get 
kin was giving a s1iecial ret'i!al there. It is a great tribute to :\!rs. 
Allen and to her school that the for th e occasion. 
children. who stayed with her for .-\lumni luncheons f~r the various 
nine months without a single trip !'olleges were held at noon on Fri-
home, were never homesick. da:;. At the Ithaca Alumni lunch-.:· 
\\ ith only fleeting impressions of 
each. Finally, they landed at Ran-
gold leaf. The Allens spent a week 
in Rangoon and Birdie had a 
chance to get around and see the 
city, She found it very cosmopoli-
t:tn except for the poor native sec-
~ions. One of the most interesting 
Birdie stayed in Burma four parts of Tiangoon is the Scott :\far-
years and finished !\Tade school. ket, a huge public market offering 
eon. held at the Hotel Sheraton, 
Dean Rawski introduced the speak-
During the winters. when their 
an endless variety of commodities / 
school was out of session, she trav-lncluding native materials and jew-
elled around Burma with her moth-
(Con'f. on p. :,, col. 2) 
e)ry. The marketing is a far cry J 
er and sister. They saw ~!andalay, --------------from the American concept of 
the former capitol of Burma, :\loul-;hopning. In the Orient, one must 
mein, and southern Burma .. In or-ba1·gain with the salesman who al-
der to reach the C"ity of Kengtung \\ ays asks an outrageous price at 
in easterii Burma near the Siamese first and is always disappointed 
border, they travelled for four days if he is paid what he asks. He 
in trucks throug-h wild jungle ter-prefers to be pleaded with and 
DON'T MISS 
ritory over roads too narrow for 
J coaxed while he tells you about his 
T f I t t t k b t . :nore than one car at a time. On rue- a se es s 00 a ea mg poor wife and his many children "THIS WAY 
TO PODUNK" and were characterized as "some- that have to be supported. Imagine the war, they saw such charming 
· t d · t · k :ung-le creatures as wildcats, leop-
t1mes presen e m a nc ·y man- having to argue for an hour every ords, and black panthers. When 
11er," according to results of a time you tried t~ buy some g-roc-
faculty-student surYey taken ceries or a yard of cloth. 
au-,ong approximately 300 Central 
State College students. "Pop When their week in Rangoon was 
they finally arrived at Kengtung, 
they found, to their surprise, that 
the children at the Kengtung mis-
sion had a leopard cub for a pet. Quizzes" drew even more unfavor- over. the Allens went to Taunggyi, 
able reaction. which means big mountain in Bur- The mission also had a leper col-
mese. and is well named for it is ony that was kept beautifully anc! 
Two hundred and eighteen stu- five thousand feet aboYe sea level. set up like a regular little village. 
dents considered true-false tests The school that :\!rs. Allen planned 
"inadequate to measure the know-
ledge of a subject", while 69 stu-
dents disagreed. Sixty-nine stu-
dents thought "pop" quizzes should 
be given, while 272 voiced objec-
Birdie's concept of Burma as a t:1 teach was located there. It was 
tion. 
A report in the University of 
Buffalo Spectrum gave the foJlow-
ing figures: 
the one school where all the miss-
ionary children in Burma came to 
study. :\!rs. Allen was the only 
teacher there and taught all the 
Scampers can use 
whole is that of a country rich in 
natural resources (oil, lumber and 
precious jewels) where the people 
are generally well off. There are 
very few really wealthy people in 
Burma but the majority of the 
(Continued on page 7) 
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a New Book 
by 
HAROLD JANSEN 
Publicity Director 
At Ithaca College 
... 
NOW ON SALE 
: · At the Corner Book Store 
Seventy per cent of those ques-
tioned thought that at least three 
to nine tests should be given during 
a semester before a semester grade 
was given. Fifty-seven per cent 
thought that from four to nine or 
even more tests should be aver-
aged to estimate a final grade. 
Tests frequently given were 
thought to be written for past 
classes rather than for the current 
semester, 199 students said, while 
136 felt that all tests appeared to 
your Script, Music, or 
I 
I 
D0n1 t go home for the holidays without 
be current. 
Suggestions offered i_ncl~ded 
study sheets which would md1cate 
material a test would cover; and 
frequent tests to enable students 
to become familiar with the type 
of test presented by professors and 
to give better understanding of 
what to study. 
"The survey seemed to reveal 
that if the instructors would give 
more tests the students would study 
for each individual test and thus 
ke,ip hi!; studies up to date,"· the 
Spectrum report concludes. 
TALENT. 
"[ hit a terrifie bump on thr 
way home." 
I 
I 
I 
A Six-Foot, All-Wool 
Blue & Y el/ow Searl 
FROM 
FINE MEN'S APPAREL 
222 E. State Sc. 
--------------______ j 
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Province Prexy 
Visits S.A.I. Chapter 
l\!rs. Ruth Gould, Province Pres-
ident of S.A.I., recently paid her 
annual visit to the IC chapter of 
S.A.I. During the two days (Dec. 
6-7) that Mrs. Gould was here, 
!'h2 had conferences with Dr. Dill-
ingham, Dr. Rawski, Dean Taylor, 
and all the members and patron-
esses. l\lrs. Gould lectured to the 
fraternity and also to the pledge 
group. 
Epsilon chapter of S.A.I. is in 
the Eta Province, and Mrs. Gould 
yearly visits each of the ten chap-
ters included in this Province. 
Beats the stuffing out of other 
transportation! Storms can't can-
cel your trip. Traffic jams can't 
make you miss vacation dates, or 
g-et you back to the campus late. 
And it's more fun traveling- by 
train with your crowd, enjoying 
swell dining car meals en route. 
Save 25 % or More 
And this is gravy! Travel home 
and back with two or more friends 
on Group Coach Tickets. On most 
trips of 100 miles or more, you 
each save 25% of usual round-trip 
rate. Still better, gather 25 or 
more to travel long-distance to-
gether on the same homeward 
i train. Then return singly or to-
gether, and each save 28'i, of the 
regular coach round-trip fare. 
Get the Full Facts from 
Your Railroad Ticket Agent 
Well in Advance 
Eastern 
Railroads 
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'Twas the night before Christmas, The ch:!dren were nestled all snug When out on the lawn there arose \'hr, moon on the breast of the new With a little old d;·iver so lively 
\";hen all through the house in their beds, such a clatter, fallen snow and quick 
Not a creatt:re was stirring, not i·,hilc visions of sugar plums I sprang from my bzd to see what Gave a lustre of midday to objects I knew in a moment it must be St. 
not even a mouse; danced in their heads; was the matter. t1·low; Nick. 
The stockings were hung by the And mama in her kerchief, and I Away to the window I flew like a Y,•htn what to my wondering eyes l\Iore rapid than eagles his 
chimney with care, h my cap,- flash, should appear, coursers they came, 
In hopes that St. Nicholas soon Hae just settled our brains for a Tore open the shutters and threw B:·t a miniature sle'gh and eight And he whistled and shouted, and 
would be the,c; long winters nap,- up tue sash. tiny r'indecr; called them by name: 
"l''c·w, Dasher~ now Dancer! now As dry leaves that before the wild ;\nd then in a twinkling I heard He wa3 d!·essed all in fur from his 1:is eyrs, how they twinked! his 
Prancer and Vixen! hurricane fly on the roof head to his foot, ' dimples, how merry! , 
On, Comet! on Cupid! on Donder When they meet with an obstacle, The prancing and pawing of each And hi3 clothes were all tarnished 
and Blitzen ! mount to the sky, little hoof. with ashes and soot; 
To the top of the porch, to the top 
of the wall! 
N'n-.v dash away, dash away, dash 
away all!" 
Sn-up to the house-t~p the.coursers As I drew in my head, and was A bundle of toys he had flung on 
they flew, turning around, his back, 
\Yith the sleigh full of toys,-and Dc,wn the chimney St. Nicholas And he looked like a peddler open-
St. Nicholas too. came with a bound. ing his pack. 
His cheeks were like roses, his nose 
like a cherry! 
His droll little mouth was drawn 
up like a bow, 
And the beard on his chin was as 
white as the snow. 
,~~~~, 
~ ~ ~ 01. 
I "Happy ~ 
\ M Christmas ~ ~ ~ to all, ~ 
'l h~ stump of a pipe he held tight He was chubby and plump-a right 
ir, his teeth jolly old elf; 
And the smoke it encircled his head And I laughed, when I saw: him, 
like a wreath. in spite of myself. 
He has a broad face and a little A wink of his eye and a twist of 
round belly his head 
He spoke not a word but went He sprang to his sleigh, to his 
straight to his work, team gave a whistle, 
Ar:d filled all the stockings, then And away they all flew like the 
turned with a jerk, down of a thistle; 
And laying his finger aside of his But I heard him exclaim, ere he 
nose, drove out of sight, 
That shook, whrn he laughed, like Soon gave me to know I had noth- Ar.ct giving a nod, up the chimney 
a bowl full of jelly. ing to dread. he rose. 
~?. 1fJ ff! and to all ct ~~ ~ ff{ a good-night" ~ ~ 
I H i ~ 
~?. ~ ff!, Qj; 
~?. Clement Clarke Moore M 
~~~~~~~ 
Bermuda Shorts 
Still Create 
Much Controversy 
(ACP)-The case of the "un-
$anforized pants," to quote a 
phrase from the Miami Hurricane, 
is losing ground on northern cam-
puses with the approach of winter, 
but north or south it was a dilly 
while it lasted. Look for a revival 
of the Bermuda shorts question 
next spring, although some cam-
puses may try to skirt the whole 
issue. 
Editorials, letters to the editor, 
pronouncements by deans of wo-
men, and numerous opinion polls 
in college paper., marked the fray 
from week to week. As matters 
now stand. the fate of the long 
sh'lrts, or short slacks, depending 
on your viewpoint, has been clari-
fied in some schools. 
Texas State College women may 
now wear Bermuda shorts on cam-
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by Jim Hashim -At 1. e. !It 
The snow was falling swiftly reetion the car had taken, shaking 
now. No sooner did it touch the his fist after it. "The lousy ........ !" 
by Vern Hinkle 
pavement than it was swept up by Then, like magic, there were 
the angry wind. White, curling faces and forms that seemed to fire danced, and in their thoughts 
flurries that disappeared over the flow from all directions at once. 
there was nothing but the dancing edge of the curbstone, drifting The news was being telegraphed 
Three old hags about a blazing 
across the pavement like wind over swiftly around the neighborhood. and the fii·e and the rhythm in 
a field of wheat in the early fall. "Man's been run over." "Hit and their movement. There upon their 
l\Iike Riklos hurried along on run driver." mountain they danced until, ex-
that same pavement, hands thrust Suddenly two blue uniforms hausted from their efforts, they 
deep in his pockets, his shoulders were parting the crowd. "Okay, 
hunched against the wind. The okay, break it up!" The crowd re-
night was biter cold but Mike did- sisted, not wanting to break the 
sat upon the ground to rest. Three 
old hags with ragged hair and 
n't mind, he was used to the cold. circle of fear-mixed curiosity they crooked nose and evil mind. 
Besides, it was Christmas Eve, and had formed. ·'C'mon, let's move it. And each with tired, searching 
tonight the wind and rawness G'wan back to yer homes." Slowly eyes. 
served to remind him of the warm- the people dispersed. Milling about, 
th and friendliness he knew was and finally vanishing again into Double, double toil in trouble 
-
"But, )tr. Hawkins! I'm goin~ 
to the beach right after work." 
waiting at home. He thought of the lighted store fronts. When the cauldron's ceased to were two. Two old hags with eyes 
Angie and the kids. A good feeling The policeman methodically per-
ran through him and his thoughts formed the required duties. Their 
bubble of green peering through the dark-
were· full of laughter and cheer, hands moved efficiently and quick- And each with tired, 
ness of their lives and wondering 
searching 
with the damage done ... if per-pus under certain conditions, the eyes. 
Daily Lass-o reports. The Student- of sparkling lights on a fresh, ly over the still body. Checking haps they had been wrong. Two 
Three old hags with simple lies, Faculty conference unanimously green tree, and he knew that the for heart or pluse beat. Searching 
misery of the year past was not in for identification. "Better call in old hags who danced alone, two old voted that they may be worn for 
vain. Sweet and beautiful little on this, Pete," one of them said, 
on-campus activities such as Ano-·1e a11d s1·x of the most \"onder-
"" ,. finally. The other officer nodded sports, picnics, production rehear-
With searching and imperfect hags with crooked nose and ragged 
eyes ... hair about a dismal, ember fire. 
ful kids in the world. and moved off down the sfreet sals, and "other specially designat- . . 
l ·t t· b" t t th d n Mike was happy tomght. He had toward the oull box. The remain-
"Sister. your eyes are green and 
so are mine, but hers are blue." 
"Who pushed sister in the fire?" 
\Vas it you?" c, SI ua IOllS SU Jee O e ea , . . h f , d" t· ,, Th y may' two weeks pay stuffed 111 Ins wal- ing policeman watched im for a o women s IScre 10n. e , . . h I 1 · "T1 I t b t 1 b . la es or le,, plus his Chnstmas bonus. Al- moment and t en turnec us at- ·ue, our eyes are green, anc 
no e worn ° a s or e ss together it came to three hundred tention once again to the body at hers are blue." 
"Not I!" Nor you?" 
most campus stores. 
B and twenty dollars. his feet. With a quick tug he re- "Sh , t f t 
"Personally, I agree that er- movetl the wallet from Mike's hiJJ e s_no us per cc as we two. 
muda shorts do look better than Ahead in the distance, hardly Wh t h k ' 
"Nay, not so." 
"She must have jumped when 
you did lie." blue jeans," said College President 
John A. Guinn, who presided at 
the meeting. 
Meanwhile, the Ursinus weekly, 
at Collegeville, Pa., reports that 
the perplexing question has been 
solved. The student government 
women's council decided "to treat 
Bermudas separately." The Dean 
advised that they should not be 
worn to meals, in classes, in the 
library, to chapel, or in her office. 
Motion made, passed, and adopted. 
At Miami University. Coral Ga-
bles, Fla., Be1muda short's on boys 
made their fall debut amid howls 
of protest from indignant coeds, 
whose. pretty knees have been re-
stricted. An investigation by Eve-
lyn Savage of the Hurricane staff 
revealed tha"t girls think they 
should be able to wear Bermudas 
on campus. (On campus, short 
shorts on girls are classified as 
bathing suits and must be worn 
with a skirt to and from cars.) 
Bermuda shorts have been placed 
in the same categ-ory as slacks and 
pedal pushers, "and one may trav-
erse only to and from a car with-
out a skirt." (Girls, that is.) 
The girls feel they look more 
attractive in shorts "than the us-
ual knobby-kneed, bow-legged 
male." (The Hurricane story was 
written, of course, by a girl) 
"One unbiased boy" claims that 
"Boys like to look at girls' legs, 
but do girls like to look at boys' 
legs?" .(Who among us would cry 
·'Nay!"?) The female viewpoint 
chosen for the Hurricane survey 
(written by a girl) continues, 
"Why can men with their bony, 
hairy legs go around campus in 
colorful Bermudas while the more 
discernable, he spotted the street pocket, opened it, and then slipped a t m · you?' 
sign. That would be Atlantic Av- it into the pocket of his overcoat.\ "Trne, true 
enue, the next corner, three more He carefully went through all the as we two." 
blocks and he'd be home. The traf- other pockets removing their con-
fie light, barely visible through t~nts and hurriedly stuffing them 
the snow, turned red just as Mike into his coat. He noticed the gleam 
reached the corner. He stepped off of metal through Mike's open shirt 
the curb into the street. and discovered ll tiny cross hang-
Perhaps Mike never noticed the ing around his neck. This he un-
light but I'm sure he heard the fastened and held in his open palm. 
roar of the automobile's engine for He paused for a moment looking 
a second befote it hit him. The at it and the other policeman re-
driver never stopped. Mike was turned. "All set kid. They'll have 
thrown to the opposite curb by the a wagon here in a coupla' minutes. 
force of the impact. He lay there Any id~ntification ?" He said. 
face down, near a tiny island of The other cop still kneeling 
quickly melting snow. shook his head. "Not a thing. Must 
For a moment there was quiet. be some bum. Nothin' except this 
Then someone burst from the sal- cross he had around his neck," he 
oon across the street, yelling as saicl, swinging it slowly by the 
he ran toward the crumpled body chain. 
at the curb. "Holy God, a guy's "Too bad," mumbled the first. 
been hit!" He cried. "Hit an' run The snow was settling fast into 
driver!" The man bent over the a heavy blanket and falling harder 
body peering at it momentarily, all the time. And somewhere in the 
then he turned sharply in the di- distance church bells were ringing. 
NYSMA Conference 
Meets At Rochester 
(Continued fro,n page 4) 
ers including President Job, Alum-
ferent col!eg-es to lw elel'ted to the 
student exeeutive board. 
Another highlight of the confer-
ence came on Saturday morning 
when Dr. Howar1! Hanson directed 
the All State High School Orches-
ni President Burton Stanley. and tra in a rehearsal of his l':ordil' 
Alunmi seeretarr :\lrs. Lillian S. Symphony. 
\'ail. At the college SL·etion meeting 
On Friday. I. l'. students attend- in the a(ternoon. Dr. :'llcHenry 
ed a rece1>tion at the Eastman moderated a discussion by college 
Sehool spo1Jsored by the studt>1Jt teaehers who com1rnred cadet 
org-ani:rntion there. teaching proet>dures in the various 
One of the most enjoyable high- eo!Ieges. 
lights of the eonfere11t·e wa:,; till' ,\!so on Saturday, at the lllPeting 
not as perfect 
"I'm tired of dancing, sister 
lier. Lei's throw sister in the fire." 
"Perhaps she did. wonder 
why!" 
Two old hags with eyes of green 
danced alone and wondered why, 
Into the fire fell the hag with upon their mountain clothed in 
eyes of blue ... and then there darkness, about a smoldering fire. 
o,l'•••••"•••ooo••••••Ooo,,oooo••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o••••••o,000::::,,,,,:,,,::,,,,oo•••••,,oo,,o,,oooo,ooo,o•ooooooo•,o,,o,o,,,,o,oo,o,oo•••• 
Starner Sporting 
·special 
Goods 
100% All Wool All Weather Jacket 
Ithaca College Colors & Emblem 
$18.95 
Guns, Amunition, Fishing Tackle 
204 Tioga St. Phone 4-5856 
:: :: 
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SHOE REPAIRING 
As you like it 
EXPERT CRAFTMANSHIP 
PROMPT, COURTEOUS SERVICE 
Free Pickup and Delivery Service 
LONG O'S 
SHOE SERVICE CENTER 
207 N. Aurora St. Formerly OCELLO'S Phone 9430 
r---------------------
! l Seasons Greetings 
concert gi\"en in the Eastman The- of the Wl'stern /\ew York chaptl'r : 
ater on 1-'riclay evening by thC' of thP A111eriea11 \Iusic-ologieal Soc- tf 
shapely cosmopolitan misses are- Th 
n't allowed to wear them?" Eastman School Senior Symphony ietr at Eastman, Dr. Hawski read e 
Orchestra under the direction of t hL• ·· .. \ribo S1"110Iastil'us'" one of thC' j I f 
"Don't bother 111e now, Joe• They're 
siarting to bite.'' 
Dr. Paul \\'hite. '!'he performanc"L' oldest known tn•at ises on music.
1 
j Cl t 
was slH•l•r eXt·ellenl'e, was the au- The mt'l'ting was lipid in the Siblt•y I inton House ! 
dience·s response. .\Itu;ieal Library. home of Cllie of I J 
Cn Saturday morning- Ellison El- thL' original manus<·ripts of the j f 
mer rcp1·pst•nted thl• I. l ·. student fana>u,; historiea~ work. , I 
\LE, :'>. c. l'hapter at a 111111PI dis- Tht> fom· <lay <·onfp1·ent·,• ,·:1111e 'I Visit I 
nrnsion for thP purpose of aetiva- to a dosing l"iimax Saturday p1·,•n- t 
ting student ehaptpr::; on 1·amp11s. i11g when thl· Eastnian ThPater Jill- I Our : 
'..~.
1
~\\
1
;:. /i/.~·t:;:·l'.·~. 1'.;;:1~~;('/::1.:~;' 0,~: :;::(;,·:.'.'.:11~1·~::\1~1.:\~i:·h::d~:::::::::\;~;;: 1
1 
Mural Loungel ft 
of thl' 1110st :tl'tive m tlw state. AII-StatL• Choir. On·hL•stra. and 
:\"pa[ Yanehisin and Hobert \\"ill- Band in a 111ultiplp t·o11t·Prt whieh 
ian1s n•pres<•nted tht• colleg-e 011 'las thl' rPsult of th1'Pl' days' in- I 
thP studpnt I·:xpt·util·e t'omn1ittee. tl'nse rpJwarsing for 1lw ,·oung I Famous for Fine Food and Drink Since 1834 I 
:\'t•al was also OJI\' of fin• ~IUdC'lltH mu:,il'iaus lllHll'r Ila1·ill J."oitz. Paul If 
in th,• stall• l'L'Jll"l'S('llti11g t,•n dif- \'a11BodPgravPn. and LP,• ('hrisman. L----------·------------·~---·-·--·-----·-·--~-
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College Bombers KIM1S LAST CHRISTMAS 
Win Opener (1·:tlitor' ~oft•: This article was 
(C'o11ti1111cc/ jru111 J>CI!/<' 1) writtpn for and J)Ublished in The Pusan to spend the reSt of thl'ir 
the first half before enough steam Daily ('alifornian. Ilerekely, by a a1?;onizinp; days. Even Kim Is bet-
tPl" off than they. 
was generated to forge a comfort- former reJ)Ol'll'r who is now sta-
Hungcr also~ plays a bip; role in 
able bulge shortly after the second tionetl in Pusan with the Public In-
her little life. :\fost little girls her half got under way. formation Department of the 7th 
WIT J Held Successful Opening-
Starts Saturday Broadcasts 
by Lola Glanzberg 
For those of you who missed it, 
the Open House which was held missed it-won't you come 
view our "baby" sometime? 
on Dec. 6 was a huge success. 
Over 200 guests attended. One of 
the highlights of the evening was 
the presentation of Tho 1''orgotten 
Kiss. This production was the first 
in the series, l'1un11us Radio Thea-
ter. Included in the cast were 
and 
Coach Carp \Vood's athletes 1'ransJ)ortation Command. He is a age get about six handfuls of rice 
hustled and looked better offen- lune. 1953, graduate of the Univer- a day. Kim gets four. And it's bar-
sively and tighter defensively than sity of l'alifornia, with a major Icy, not rice. Second grade barley 
any other quintet coached by him. m journalism. This article is dis- at that. She doesn't know that out-
This is a dub that, given a break, trihuted to about GOO eollege news- side her little world that type> of 
I I · f I I :\Iona :\Ieeker, Bruce Follmer, Dick will ca11italize on it. 1m11en, throuo-J10ut the countr" b\.· mr ey is et on Y to horses. 
Everyone down at WITJ is still 
plugging for 1;-:-,1 radios in all dor-
mitories. So many students have 
complained to me, that they would 
love to listen to the programs on 
the air, but unfortunately FM sets 
are not available to them. It would 
be a big asset if sets were installed 
in all dorms so that the students 
of Ithaca College could hear their 
own station in operation. 
" ' 'fl Tedeschi and Sally Breit. The 1''or-Sam Burnell, the big G-5 center the Assol'iated Colleo-iate Press.) ie people sometimes i:,;row a 
,, b goten Kiss was a fifteen minute from Brooklyn coralled 1;~ re- II) l'IUY.\'J'E ,JDI DE'11'SEY few vegeta !es but there is never 
enough to go around. J,im eat,; her original script by Joel Levy and 
bounds for the \Voodmen while Today I made a trip over muddy was directed by Dr. Randolph 
Judd grabbed 10 and Chadwick bal'k roads to a leper colony lo- barley, and for her. it's the only Gr;tes. The entire staff of WITJ is real-
had a like number. The team, as a l·ated about 10 miles outside of Pu- food in the world. She doesn't After much planning and thought, Jy getting in the mood for the 
whole, snared (H errant shots. 8an. SePillg is believini:,;, they say- know about ke cream cones, ba- \VITJ is ready to ·begin broadcast- holiday season. 1Iany programs are 
Four Wilkes players hit the dou- and I saw. nana splits. 1iop cnrn and rnovies. ing on Saturdays. Everyone is quite going to be presented to get and 
hie fig-ures. Ferris was high with J saw '"iHtt few litim,111 e)·e~ ila\'e Ifow could she'/ keep you in the spirit of this 
" - ~ excited, especially the female radio 
20 while Carl Van J)yke managed seen. 1 saw the tailings of humani- Kim dot>sn't know much about students, because this is the time joyous holiday. There will be a 
l!J, John Bresnahan ];{ and Harry ty, I saw HOO of the saddest Jieo- dyini:,;. She has a hard time figuring that the girls will have the oppor- special hour and a half musical 
Ennis 11. pie on the face of the earth. out why SOllll' of lwr playmates tunity to do their own programs. production featuring Christmas 
Burnell and Judd also hit double There are a lot of nasty ))laces have suddenly "gone away." Her So come on girls-let's see you music presented by WITJ. Special 
figures, Judd rang up seven field in Korea, but this one really takes childish mind ean't understand why arrangements have been made with 
goals foi:, 14 tallies and Burnell the cake. Here human dignity has others - young- and old - can go the British Broadcasting Company • 
accumulated 11. 1 awa,· from her little worl~l and she and so tl1ere w1·11 be many f1'ne 
Coming 
~ . . 
Career 
Conference 
~ . . 
FEB. 18 & 19 
• • • 
watch the 
ITHACAN 
for further 
Details 
Send 
That 
Holiday 
Bouquet 
From 
FLOWER 
SHOP 
214 E. Seneca St. 
1it a new low. Scantily clothed, ' 
underfed am! housed in shacks, can't. Everythini:,; l'Omes hard for shows. Some of these shows will 
these J)eople have nothing to live Kim. be .\. Garluntl 1,or ,John I>orme 
She doesn't know that the only for. They are truly "the forgotten 
Jieople." rea~on most of them dying is be-
They live in the mountains, away cause of a lack of medicine. \Vords 
frnm civilization. It is a little town like diazone, 1n·o1i:mP, and DDS 
---the town with no name, Korea. mean nothing to her. She doesn't 
It's very Jleaceful there. You'd know that these "big words" could 
never know that 1600 people are bring her about fifty more <'hrist-
dying. 111ases. 
Take six year-old Kim Sook .Ta, 
for exam11le. She's a healthy-
looking girl. You'd never guess that 
this will be her last ('hristmas. Of 
course not - how would you know 
that .the dread disease is systemati-
cally going about its deadly work 
mside her frail body? 
But others know. They know that 
they can·t get ellOU/!h of it to 
trr-at any but a few of the cases. 
They k,10w that there just isn't 
eno!lg-h to go around; that as a 
re,rnlt, the curable cases - like 
' hil,1's - become i1:curable by the 
time they get the medicine. 
Kim doesn't know either. She But Ki•n can't see the vicious 
just plays with a raggedy doll circle. She doesn't know that her 
someone gave her. She doesn't mother :.na father mi•~!lt be with 
know that what took away her her still if they had had those "big 
mother and father will soon take wor tls." 
her. She plans to see Santa Claus I told Kim that maybe, as a 
many more times. Christmas present, I could get 
And who has the guts to tell some 1ieople in the United States to 
help her and her friends; to send her otherwise? Who has the guts 
to go around to 400 other children some of those "big words": to send 
and tell them that they'd better food and clothing. 
play hard while they still can _ I told her that someone might 
that they had better and live fast, even be able to send some toys for 
her and for the other children, I because leprosy won't wait. 
Ilut even in her last days, Kim promised to get her some things 
doesn't have it easy. Life is hard, from that world that she has never 
even for a six-year-old. She Jives known. I didn't have the guts to 
in a small, crowded room with five say otherwise. 
or six other people. She spends her After all, it's Kirn's last Christ-
nights on a straw mat, searching mas. 
for warmth that just isn't there. ]~dltor's not(': Anyone interested 
What chance has a straw mat and in helping Kim and the other citi-
one worn dress against a bitter 
Korean winter? 
Her play is confined either to her 
well-worn raggedy doll or the mud 
puddles. ~o one ever comes to see 
her, nor can she go see the world 
she has never known. She must 
stay behind those big red and yel-
low signs that say: "Keep out -
leprosy - keep out." 
The only people Kim set's are 
those fh·e 01· ten "sick people" that 
come to thl· gate of the town each 
day. They never come in. There is 
no room. They must go back to 
zens of the "forgotten town" may 
scud articles of clothing, food, toys 
or donations to: Public Inforrna-
tion Office, Headquarters, 7th 
Transportation port ('ommand ({'), 
APO 59, c/o P:'11, San Francisco, 
< 'al if. :'llaillng deadline for C'hrist-
nms, however. is !l;ov. 15.) 
ITHACAN Meeting 
Wed., Dec. 15, 7 p.m. 
In Ithacan Office 
MERRY CHRISTMAS 
:U 
.,~1 
·~ 
I 
DICK OWEN 
Special Events Dir. 
stand by your sex by listening to i 
WITJ on Saturday's ... I know i 
and you know "It's A \Voma~1·s 
World" but let's try to convince 
the men. 
WIT,J has a new baby-a TV 
Projection unit. This unit is cap-
able of taking the picture from a 
ten inch TV screen and projeeting 
it on a ten inch home movie 
screen. This is accomplished by a 
series of mirrors. The projection 
unit was first viewed during Open 
House and for those of you who 
HERB KNIGHT 
General Manager 
which is taken from some of the 
most outstanding sermons of John 
Donne, The Orange In The Toe 
which Is a sentimental comedy, and 
of course the inevitable Christmas 
('arol by Charles Dickens. And now 
on behalf of the entire staff of 
WITJ I would like to wish you a 
very happy holiday. 
.................................. ::::.::::::.:.:.:: .......... : .... : .. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::· 
SEASONS GREETINGS 
PA TTERSON1S MOBILGAS 
WASHING - GREASING - ANTI-FREEZE 
Corner Buffalo & Aurora Streets 
...................................................... ·.··.·.·· .. ·······.-· .. ··· ........ ·::.:.::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.: .. : ... .. 
One Stop does it all 
Leave It Here During The Holiday 
Downtown Laundromat 
Across from State Theater 
114 W. State St. Phone 4-6252 
SHIRTS AND DRY CLEANING 
WASHING AND FLUFF DRYING 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
•;. 
HICKEY'S MUSIC STORE 
330 E. State St. Ithaca, N. Y. Phone 4-1101 
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T.A.P. One-Acts In Retrospect 
by Larry Roy 
by Ed Mendus 
"Silent night, holy night." They are being drugged into a 
Christmas 1954 marks another stupor in which Christ is repre-
year in which the true meaning sented as a jolly little elf in reel 
of Christmas will become dimmer. woolen underwear (in the song-
Materialism has become the king '"Twas the Night Before Christ-
of Christmas and the music of the mas") who drives a team of rein-
season reflects this trend. "In the deer led by Rudolph of the red 
beginning was the Word, and the nose. 
Three original one-acts were There are,dramatic laws which al-
presented to a paying audience in I low for graphic deliniation of char-
the Green Room of the Ithaca Col- acters but which do not allow for 
lege Theatre on November 19 and I characters of formal clements to 
20. These one-acts Wl're produced I b~ out of 11roportion with aesthe-
by the :\"cw York Beta Chapter tic balance. 
(Ithaca College) of Theta Alpha 
'l'odny is LmH'I), Too was writ-
Phi. This is a yearly event that ten and directed by .Jim Hashim. 
this drama society sponsors. This writer-director presented a 
The first one-act presented. .\ dramatic· illusion which was so ex-Word was with God." In the be-
ginning Christ's birthday was re-
membered and all men were with 
God. 
The trend in popular music dur-
ing this holy season is away from 
the established traditional songs 
in commemoration of the birth of 
Christ. Instead of "Noel Allelulia," 
it is "Santa Baby give me a mink 
.coat, a cadillac" etc., etc. . . . . 
·"Santa Baby" is assumed to be 
a song for adults. Most mature 
adults have come to some conclu-
sion about religion and this song 
certainly does not demonstrate 
that any adult religious thinking 
went into writing it. 
Even children are being innocu-
1ated against the "small-pox" of 
the religious sense of Christmas. 
Florence-Byrd 
Allen Traveller 
In the business world, Christmas X1•ther fn('iti1•11t, written by Dick tremely high in reality, in consis-
has become a profit-making scheme Woods and directed by Don Pultz, tency of degree. that the illusion 
with emphasis upon gift giving came closest to fulfilling the aes- became <-rude realism and repul-
for increased sales. Of course it thetic and academic concepts of sive naturalism by turns. It be-
is nice to give gifts and to receive drama as an art form. The con- can:e extremely difficult tc know 
them too, but this commercial at- struction of this play in retrospec- the art-value of the illusion. This 
~itude has now completely taken live analysis shows the playright writer remembers it only for the 
over the substance of Christmas to be a "wright." Dick Woods in- emotion provoking situations and 
music. As a result, the true mean- vested "morality" characters with his reactions to them. It did not 
ing of Christmas is becoming more human values as specific individu- allow for veering between the sub-
and more obscured. The songs that als rathe1· than morality types. The jective and the objective which 
are being written today show less ,Iouhle•l'lltante construction show- permits aesthetic contemplation. 
of the spiritual values of life and ed the force of human values and Jim Hashim seemed to be concern-
more of a materialistic view of motivations in characters in the ed with "signs" which cause us to 
the world. nether realm. The setting of the deal with something. rather than 
In heaven, the angels celebrate play enhanced the style by creat- with "symbols," which lets us per-
the birth of Christ with "Allelulia, ing greater psychic diStance be- ceive something. 
Christ is born ... Peace on earth tween itself and the audience with-
to men of good will." On earth, out losing concordance of appeal. Drama as an art form serves 
man celebrates with "All I want The Good Angel solves his prob- only to sti r th e imagination wi thin 
for Christmas is my two front !em to the satisfaction of the au- the scope of common experience or 
teeth." dience by causality without resolv- within the scope of imagination. 
Church organizations are using ing the play. The problem is event- The illusion is created by conscious 
the slogan "Keep ('hrist in l'hrist- ually resolved to th e satisfaction composition, which by its nature 
of all characters, of play construc-
mas.'' That very good advice and by definition is a pretense of tion and of the audience by casu- , 
should be extended not merely to ality. reality and does nothing more than 
the printed word but also to music. (Continued from page .1) Let Christ come into your hearts Don Pultz. in his direction of suggest as11ects of reality. Because 
population lives comfortably and this year through the music that is this "morality farce" did not take of the lack of psychic distance, 
knows how to read and write. The most respectful of the season. full advantage of its inherent po- this production was not purified, 
women are given much more free- ______________ tentials. There seemed, to this spiritualized or filtered. The gross-
.dam than the women of India. writer, a sense of uncertainty and ly personal and practical elements 
Birdie's opinion of Burma in a was then sixteen years old. Before grou11ing about this production. 
were not removed. There was no 
nutshell? "I consider Burma the leaving India, the Allens visited The proper effect of this play, or 
f translucent veil of underlving jewel of the east.'" I wondered i DPlhi and Agra. They sailed from any play, is inscperable from its · 
perhaps Birdie had pi~ked up some I the port of Karachi. On the trip particular style. ThL sensitive rec- spirituality to transform the "sen-
of the language durmg her fuor back to America, their ship stop- ognition and capturing of the style sual" to the "sensous." This writer 
years in Burma. "Well, I can sing ped at a few more interesting is the basis of effective creation of cannot accept the production as 
.,Jesus LoH•s )le in Burmese." JJiaces: s,-ria, Palestine, Egypt, dramatic illusions. This production 
, a nastic attempt at a new art form 
Greece, Italy, Switzerland. Germ- was not consistent in maintaining 
any, Holland. and England. the aesthetic balance of style in 
consistency of degree. It seemed at 
times to vacillate from the object-
ive style of technique drama this 
play demanded to the subjective 
:md contentious style of drama. 
(Cont'd. 011 p . . 9, col. 1) 
Wishing 
Ithaca 
Col_lege 
Students 
A 
Me·rry Christmas 
Good Food 
Always. 
Served At The 
Busy Bee 
Next to 
Grayhound terminal 
S. Aurora St. 
ITHACAN MEETING 
Wed., Dec. 15th, 7 p.m. 
at Ithacan Office 
____________ I After the completion cf her grade 
.school education, Birdie went to 
:'llussoorie, a city in northwestern 
India, for her high school educa-
tion. She attended Woodstock, a 
hoa1·ding school, for two years and 
loved it. The teacher at Woodstock 
took the students on a little field 
trip to Kashmit. In order to get 
there, they took to the waterways 
with the students living in house-
boats for ten days. At night, they 
slept on the flat roofs of the house-
boats. When they woke up the next 
morning. they would look up to 
find themselves surounded by 
stately, snow capped mountains. 
Their ship sailed into '.'iew York 
Harbor in :\larch, 1938. Preferring 
a less crowded part of the United 
.3tates, the Allens took up residence 
in Salisbury, ::\laryland again. Bir-
die had just completed he1· junior 
year of high school when :'llrs. 
Allen got a teaching position at 
a high school n ea r Indian 
Head, ::\!aryland. Birdie graduated 
from Lackey High School and went 
on to college at Goucher College 
in Baltimore where she studied ed-
ucation and child development. 
She graduated from Goucher on 
D-Day (June 6, 19-1-l). After gradu-
ating. she taught high school Eng-
lish in Delmar. :'llaryland for two 
years. Birdie then went to the Uni-
versity of ::\laryland for her mas-
ters degree in education. She got 
her degree in the summer of 1950. 
She then taught high school Eng-
lish at Frederick, :'l!arylancl (the 
original setting for the story of 
Barbara Fritchie.) Birdie also 
taught English, typing, and safety 
driving at ::\lardela, :\laryland. One 
summer, Birdie drove to the west 
coast and back visiting most of our 
national 11arks. "I still think the 
eastern shore of :'llaryland is the 
uret tiest part of the T.:nited States." 
204 E. ST ATE ST. 
In December of 1937. :\!rs. Allen 
:,rrived in India to bring Birdie 
back to America with her. Birdie 
GREETING CARDS 
YEAR 'ROUND OCCASIONS 
CHRISTMAS BOX ASSORTMENTS 
PERSONALIZED STATIONERY 
The Louis Hugg Card Shop 
317 S. CAYUGA 
For your convenience: You can place your order with 
George Tynda-Phone 4-5108 
o·riscoll's I.G.A. 
220 N. Aurora St. 
Ph9ne 3-1171 
OPEN 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. 
Groceries and Legal Beverages on Ice 
Last ,1-inter. Birdie a11plied for 
the Ford Fellowship in hopes of 
studying dramatics and traveling 
through England. She won it and 
is going to England in :\larch. She 
also hopes to visit the Scandina-
l"ian countries. At Ithaca College, 
she is taking dramatics for one 
term. Eventually, Birdie plans to 
t'each in a high school somewhere 
in :'llaryland if she can settle down 
long enough. Then she'll probably 
be off touring again. \\'here next, 
Birdie"/ 
CLASS RINGS 
are being shown 
by Jose Polansky 
Balfour 
Representative 
to I tl1aca College 
CHRRISTMAS SPECIALS 
The Ideal Gift 
POCKET WARMERS 
For Dad and Junior 
Only $1.95 
JR. ARCHERY SET 
with 3 Arrows 
Only $2.95 
BOXING GLOVES 
Pair for Dad 
Pair for Junior 
$7.50 complete 
Phone 2553 
THE NEW MODIFIED 
M-34 FIELD 
JACKET 
• \\'atcr-Repcllcnt 
Shell 
• Snap Flap, O,·cr 
0 Draw:-.tring 
• Full Zipper 
8 Four Pockets 
ONLY 
$9.9S 
RUBBER FOOTWEAR 
Lightweight 
ZIPPER ARCTICS 
$4.95 
DRESS RUBBERS 
$2.35 
Leather Fleecelined 
DRESS GLOVES 
$2.95 
Heavy Duty 
4 Buckle Arctics-$4.95 
FLIGHT 
BOOTS 
Leather Top 
Rubber Bottom 
$12.95 
Sheep Lined 
SWEAT SOCKS 
95c pr. 
All Wool 
Jackets in all Styles 
Open Friday until 9 P.M. - All Da'y Saturday 
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THE SCAM~ERS STORY ... 
"Signing up" 
•, ,r 
What no_lou_ ~ive· 
WHEN YOU GIVE 
A PINT OF BLOOD? 
12 ounces or water 
2½ ounces or hemoglobin 
1 teaspoon salt 
1 ounce of protein 
1/20 ounce or iron 
Small amounts or 
minerals and vitamins 
What Oo You Gain. 
WHEN YOU GIVE 
A PINT OF BLOOD? 
The everlastin·g satisfaction 
of knowing that your price-
less, J)_ainless gift has 
helped someone to live. For 
blood saves lives! But it 
cannot be mined or manu-
factured. It must come from 
the veins of healthy men 
and women who £eel con-
cern for the suffering of 
others and know that blood 
- and blood alone - can 
make them whole and well 
again. 
* * * The Blood You Give 
Helps Someone Live 
GIVE BLOOD NOW! 
CALL your Community or © 
Hospital llood lank or ~ 
Local Red Cro11 Chapter. · • 
by Jerry Rachmiel 
. 
·" . 
BILL ELLIOTT 
Technical Director 
Ed Mendus & Sue Parkhill 
Scene Designer and Ass't. 
Costume Designer 
'Scampers' Committee 
looking over scripts 
Merry Christmas 
from 
'Den' & the 'Pit' 
DON 
). BUD 
1. VERN 
ERRY 
JIM 
JACK 
THE PLANTATION INN 
EXTENDS HOLIDAY GREETINGS 
featuring fine steaks & chops 
• • • 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
• • • 
Ithaca-Dryden Road-2½ miles 
SCAMPERS OPENS FEB. 15th .... 
Scripts are still needed 
WHERE IS YOURS? 
"This proves it! Bob'II give up 
anything to be home 
the night his kid calls from college!" 
Dad probably appreciates a Miss Universe as 
much as the next fellow. But beauty's really only 
skin-deep when he has a chance to plunge into a 
nice leisurely chat with his favorite campus cor-
respondent. So when he decides to forsake a few 
curves to keep the lines open for your Long Dis-
tance call, don't disappoint him-and Mom, too. 
Give the folks a call just after dinner some night 
soon. Remember, the bargain rates that go into 
effect after 6 p.m. (and all day Sunday, too) 
make it practically impossible for you to run up 
a bill too large for Dad to take collect. 
NEW YORK TELEPHONE COMPANY @ 
-I 
----------·--------·-------·-! 
LENT'S 
i 
I 
i 
I 
I 
Long Playing Columbia 1 O" CL Series 
$3.95* 
A GIFT FOR EVER_YONE 
I
I JAZZ 
Bruebeck, Erroll Larner, Buck Clayton, Les Elgant, Harry 
James, Van Damme Quinter, Turk Murphy, Ellington and 
I 
I 
Armstrong 
MOOD MUSIC 
Percy Faith, Liberace, Paul Weston, Three Bells, Norman 
Luboff Choir, Arthur Godfrey's Friends, ALFI Christmas 
Albums, Hawaian, Victor Borge, I Love Paris and others. 
*Highlights from some on extended play "45", $1.47. 
Len-r's Record Dep;. 
I 210 No. Tioga St. 
I_-------------------- --- -------- ·--------. ---· --·-
T.A.P. One-Ads 
In Retrospect 
Chadwick High Scorer With 26, 
As Hoopsters Lose Two Decisions 
THE ITHACAN Tuesday, December 14, 1954 
20 Teams In Intramural League 
Vie For Basketball Championship 
9 
(Continued from page ·r) 
.by Dennis Horn 
in theatre drama. On the contrary, 
the literary and dramatic construc-
tion of Today ls l,onely, Too vio-
lates too many conventions and 
laws of theatre drama to be ac-
cepted as a play. 
Al Chadwick took the individual I The Bonnies, who 
scoring honors with 26 points but scoring record of 91 
set a team 
against the A 20 team league, comprised of 
students from all departments, 
kicked the lid off the 1954 intra-
mural basketball season last week 
::it Aroura gym. Phi Episilon Kap-
pa, Ithaca's Physical Education 
Fraternity is handling the league 
administrative functions which 
consist of: setting up the schedule, 
assigning referees, and interpre-
ting rules. 
A 27-26 score was recorded as 
the Accelerators edged the Cayu-
gans, (no reflection on the year-
book). 
To1luy ls Lonely, 'l'oo was award-
ed first prize for original one-acts 
submitted to a committee who 
judged them for Theta Alpha Phi. 
I: haca College succumbed, 96-75, 
to a fast-shooting Buffalo State 
Teachers College quintet there Sat-
urday night. 
Chadwick led the Bombers' at-
tack with accurate drive-in and 
hook shots, but was unable to pull 
his team into the lead at any time. 
:lly critici~m is p~imarlly directed Buffalo, chalking up its second 
toward this conumttee for accept- victory in three games, led ,13_37 
ing To1lay Is Lonely, 1'oo as a a':; the half, then racked up 53 
play, and t_owa:d Theta A~plm Phi I points in the second period to the 
for producing 1t. To me 1t was a viritors 35. 
flagrant violation of academic and Ithaca fought to within 5 points 
artistic principles in construction of the Statesmen early in the sec-
of production. ond half but was unable to main-
.Tim Hashim's other entry in this tain the pace. 
hill of one-acts was )lay l>ay. The George Dohm, displaying a var-
positive audience response that this iety of hooks, short sets and driv-
pJay elicted was primarily due to ing layouts, led the scoring for the 
the direction of Bob Belfance and victors with 22 points. 
the very imaginative acting of Walt Judd flipped in 16 points 
.Jack Kutz. The first scene of this for the losers and Dave Feldman 
play was delightful in all respects. contributed 12. 
The beginning of the second' scene Buffalo tallied 47 per cent from 
promised fulfillment of our expec- the field and 42 per cent from the 
tatlons, when suddenly the style foul line to Ithaca's 37 per cent 
traversed the scale of stratification from .the field and 68 per cent 
from farce-comedy to pathos- from the foul line. 
drama. This shift of styles sudden- Lose .\1,,'!lln, 1(1,l • 70 
Jy demanded a closing of psychic , Ithaca College, still hurting from 
distance between the illusion and . its defeat at the hands of Buffalo 
the audience. It demanded to a State Teachers College Saturday 
high degree a subjective empathy night, was outclassed 104-70 by a 
on the part of the audience. The flashy St. Bonaventure basketball 
"symbol" became confused with the team there Sunday afternoon. 
"sign". The art value of the play ___________________ _ 
Vermont Star 
Breaks Sports Records-
.038 Batting Average 
Bombers two years ago, did it 
again with the help of Mal Duffy's 
record-breaking 37 points. Duffy 
beat his old record of 36 against 
Ithaca last season. 
St. Bonaventure jumped into a 
10-0 lead early in the game and 
held it all the way. 
AI Chadwick was high scorer 
for Ithaca with lG points and Walt 
Judd dropped in 12. 
Ithaca sank 23 of 67 field goal 
atempts for a 34 per cent mark 
while the Bonnies scored 37 of 
87 tries for 42 per cent. 
Music Department 
Welromes New 
Faculty Member 
he again became a civilian, the 
holder of the Air :Medal, two clus-
ters, and a medal for good conduct. 
It was at the University of :\lichi-
gan that :llr. Troupin received his 
:\laster's Degree in :l!usic, a major 
in violin and a minor in theory. 
While there, he held the position 
of technical string assistant. Ad-
vanced study in violin was with 
::¾ilbert Ross, composition with 
Ross Lee Finney, and chamber mu-
sic with Oliver Edel und Paul Dok-
Upon completion of the regular 
season, the league's two 10 team 
divisions will hold playoffs of the 
first four clubs in each division. 
Winners of the playoffs will clash 
in a three game series determining 
the Ithaca College Intramural Bas-
ketball Championship. 
The first weeks action saw the 
Dukes sparked by Pat Santone's 
15 points trounce the Fulton A. C. 
56-46. Joe McNamara tossed in lG 
points for the Ioosers . 
Freshman Yank Castaldo hooped 
15 for the Travelers as they routed 
Dobbs Ferry's Tigers massacred 
the Physio Sophs by a 71-28 count 
as they piled up the team high so 
far this season. Mike Blask's 15 
and Joe Biano's 14 supplied the 
Tigers' scoring punch. 
Phi Epsilon Kappa threw in 47 
against Delta Kappa's 43 as the 
traditional intramural rivals lock-
ed horns. Bob Thwaiets 15 points 
was tops for the winners, while 
Bob Simpson and Roy Sto.ddard 
accounted for 12 apiece in a vain 
cause. 
Hank Cathelwood bucketed 19 to 
take the individual game high 
scoring honors for the week, but 
his team, the Cluh 113 bowed to 
the Eagles. Captain Bob Glover 
is credited with 15 of the victors' 
tallies. 
the Physio Frosh 58-42. A hotly contested game saw the 
The Sparks, too much for the Honeys top the Royals 36-33. 
Moonshiners to cope with, downing Phi l\:Iu whipped the Physio Jun-
them 41-33. Swanson scored 16 for iors 31-25. Kramer of the music-
the winners and Margolis hit for ians tossed up eight field goals 
12 in the loosing cause. 1 good for 16 points. 
MEET ME AT THE 
COZY CORNER 
became bogged down in transition. 
The material and formal elements 
lost their proper relationship to 
one another and were no longer in 
strict accordance with an artistic 
sense of balance which permits a 
special attitude in contemplation 
- in consistency of degree: The 
audience became further confused 
when the apparently doomed 
"Grandpa" is. suddenly saved from 
destruction, not by causality or 
casuality stemming 'from cliarac-
ter or situation, but rather by the 
"play-writers" dialogue. 
BURLINGTON, VT.-(ACP)- tor. Also at ~lichigan he became a 
University of Vermont baseball 
member of Phi Kappa Phi National fans are awaiting the appearance 
of George Plender in intercollegi- Honorary Scholastic Fra~ernity, Pi 
ate baseball come spring, according Kappa Lambda National Honorary [I. 
to the Vermont Cynic, university :llusic Fraternity, and was awarded 
weekly newspaper. Plender shat- the Chamber :l[usic Society of Ann 
tered sports record books last Arbor Prize in 1950. Later he be- \ 
spring when he pitched an "im- , 
possible" 57 2/3 straight sco1~Iess came a classical disc jockey for I 
innings in intercollegiate baseball WHRN in Ann Arbor and business I 
for the University of Vermont. manager and music director of the 
A check with NCAA records Theater Group. ;I 
Merry Christmas To All 
Ithaca College Students 
Corner Aurora & Buffalo Streets 
It is unfortunate that the faults 
in To1l11y ls l,onely, 'l'oo and )lay 
Hay were not detected in so many 
readings and in rehearsal. 'fodny 
is Lonely, 'l'oo could ·have been 
avoided. )lay I>ny could have been 
corrected. Are we putting a pre-
mium on mediocracy? Are we in-
different toward artistic princi-
ples? Arc we uninformed and un-
educated? These are questions we 
will ask ourselves. This production 
of one-acts was not a laboratory 
exercise. It was a public perform-
ance for a paying audience. 
showed no official college records 
were kept for the entire country, 1951 found :\lr. Troupin studying L!'l============================;;;;;;;.Ji 
but, according to the Cynic, "Of- in New York City. This time it was 
ficials of NCAA remarked that in to learn more about piano, opera, 
the near future, baseball records and conducting. In 1953 he toured 
will be a reality. Alld when it docs, the United States with The Charles 
Plender's record will be kept with 
the NCAA bureau." Wagner Opera Company as as-
All that Plender can say is sistant COl),dUctor. In the same year 
"Well, I had to make up for my he was conductor and music di-
.038 batting average somehow!" rector for The Lowell House Op-
CLUB 113 
Ask Joe 
About the Pre-Xmas Matinee · 
It's Going To Be 
era at Harvard. The next year he 
gave a violin recital in Hartford, 
Conn. 
To balance this busy musical 
me. :\Ir. Troupin enjoys photogra-
phy and tennis and is well read 
in Social Psychology, Philosophy, 
and "\VHODUNNITS." At I. C. :\Ir. 
Troupin is presently teaching vio-
lin and viola. When asked for his 
reaction to the school he said that 
his only criticism is that he can't 
find a single Harvard or :\lichigan 
pennant in the snack bar. 
Wiil you invite a hungry 
child to dinner tonight? 
If she stood at your-door tonight ••• or looked in through 
your window ••• you'd lead her in. You'd heap her plate, 
arrd hide your tears. 
But she's half a world away. Nevertheless you can, 
gently and kindly, share your 1inner. 
For it's easy to send overseas a CARE package to the 
needy. If you have no friends overseas who need help, 
why not help a stranger? Just $10 buys the food of the 
country, for whatever country you choose. Soon, you'll 
get news of exactly where it went. 
With CARE, you always know whom you're helping, 
and how. Many persons have made lasting ties overseas 
with strangers they first helped through CARE. Write 
CARE, New York, or visit your Railway Express Office. 
IF IT'S RECREATION 
Big, Big BIG 
T.V. - FOOD - BEVERAGES 
113 S. Cayuga St. Joe Capalongo 
IDE'S DROME 
Roller Skating 
Wed., Fri. and Sat. Nites 
8-11 9-12 
Bus from terminal & back 
IT'S 
I 
IDE'S BOWLING LANES 
New York State's 
Most Modern 
Lounge--Restaurant 
and 16 Alleys 
JUDD FALLS ROAD - TURN RIGHT OFF CORTLAND ROAD 
10 Tuesday, December 14, 1954 THE ITHACAN 
I 
by Dennis Horn 
Listed as New Years day bowl WORLD SERIES GOATS: New 
Christmas Spirit 
Prevails At S.A.I. 
Keeping in the Christmas spirit, 
S.A.I. has carried out many com-
munity projects. A group of four 
members presented a program of 
carold Dec. 2, at a meeting of the 
Rural Teacher's Association, held 
game favorites are: Navy, 3 points York Giants catcher Hank Gowdy at the \Vomen's Community Build-
over :\lississippi at the New Or- tripped over his mask attempting ing in Ithaca. The ensemble con-
leans Sugar I3owl . . . Georgia to catch a pop foul in the twelfth sisted of :\1rs. Alice Lowery, vlo-
Tech is picked over Arkansas by inning of the last game of an even Jin; Nelle Doak, violin; Charlotte 
3 points for Dallas' Cotton Bowl series in 1924, leading to a series Tayntor, cello; and Gretchen Cari-
... Duke is a 13¼ point selection winning run . . . Bill Abstein, chner, piano. 
I 
I 
I 
THE 
MAYFAIR RESTAURANT 
Excellent food-with prices to match. 
Table or Counter Service 
Merry Christmas to All 
207 E. State Street 
. Season's Greetings 
Holiday Shopping 
at the 
over Nebraska in the Orange Bowl Pittsburg Pirate first baseman, Phi :\1u Alpha will join with 
tilt to be played at :\1iami . . . dropped five thrown balls for er- S.A.I. on Dec. 15, from 10-12 p.m. to 
Ohio State is rated 13 points better rors in the 1909 series ... First go caroling. The group will sing at 
than Southern California in the baseman Gil Hodges of the Brook- the homes of the music faculty, and 
Rose Bowl, granpappy of the Jan- lyn Dodgers went to bat 21 times at all of the IC dormitories. They 
uary first clasics, held at Pasa- without a hit in the 1952 world will end the evening at S.A.I. for 
CENTRAL AMERICAN SHOP 
111 N. Aurora Street 
dena. series. cocoa and doughnuts. 
The 195-1 Pony League batting 
championship was won by Hornell 
second baseman Bob Yoder. Offic-
ial figures were released last week 
with the Brooklyn Dodger farm-
hand's 398 B.AV. heading the list. 
If the proposed Eastern College 
l•'ootball Conference materializes, 
Fordham, Boston College, Boston 
University, Holy l'ross, and Syra-
cuse will definitely be members. 
Other 11ossible members are: Pitts-
burg, Penn. State, Colgate, Rut-
gers, and Villinova. 
Tulsa University, having just 
completed its most dismal season 
in 69 years loosing every contest 
of an eleven game schedule, fired 
the entire coaching staff. 
:\lei Ot, the I\ational League all-
time home run king, with well over 
500 life time four masters to his 
credit and second only to Babe 
Ruth in circuit clouts, hit a niere 
two round trippers his first three 
seasons in the majors. 
Sports scribs around the nation 
are touting Wisconsin's Allen "The 
Horse" Ameche as the hardest run-
ning back ever to don a pair of 
shoulder guards, barring none. 
Ralph Kiner, the former Pitts-
burg Pirate and Chicago Cub slug-
ger, recently waived out of the 
National League and· grabbed by 
the Cleveland Indians will have the 
shortest home park fences to shoot 
for since breaking into the majors 
in 1946. Pittsburg's Forbes Field 
is 335 feet down the left field line I 
and 457 feet in left center. Wrigley 
Field, home of the Cubs, has a 355 
foot left field and a 400 feet center 
field. Cleveland Stadium measures 
320 feet in left and 410 feet in 
center. Kiner's poorest season for 
home run production was, 23, his 
rookie year while 1951 saw big 
Ralph pole 54 round trippers, his 
best year (or circuit blows. 
Frosh Undeleated-
Rely On Second 
Hall Rallies 
The frosh pulled two amazing 
comebacks as they overpowered 
both Sampson's Jayvees and the 
· Cornell Freshman with spirited 
second half rallies. Lou Molisani 
proved to be I. C.'s big gun tossing 
in 25 and 31 tallies respectively 
in the two games. 
Ithaca's Bill Racklin had 17 
while George Goodman helped out 
with 11 more, but 7 points by Mol-
isani in the last sixty seconds of 
play chocked off any ht'>pe for a 
Sampson win; final score 75-58. 
In the Cornell contest at Barton 
Hall coach Joe Hamilton's club 
was in sad shape at intermission. 
They were on the short end of 
a 31-l!l mark. However, it ·was an 
cnt(rely different team that took 
the floor for the bombers during 
the second half. I. C. took just 
ten minutes to even up t}le score 
at 45-45, and the only thing that 
could stop Ithaca's sustained drive 
was a game ending buzzer, as 67 
points were piled up against Cor-
nell's 58. i 
----1 THE ALUMNI 
ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT CO. 
STATE THEATER BLDG. 
I 
I Wishes All Students and Faculty 
! of Ithaca College 
I A Merry Christmas I 
I 
I Operated by I.C. Alumni I 
J.UCKV DROODiES? 001>1ES ! 
CONTOUR CHAIR· 
FOR INDIAN FAKIRS 
Richard S. Nefaon 
Creighron University 
WHAT'S THIS? For solution see paragraph below. 
CENTER LINE ON MOUNTAIN 
ROAD PAINTED BY MAN 
WALKING BACKWARDS 
Philip Wagher 
Western Illinois State College 
T 
EATEN T-IIONE STEAK 
Judy_ Magaram 
U.C.L.A. 
IT'S A FACT! College smokers prefer Luckies to all other 
brands-and by a wide margin-according to the latest, 
greatest coast-to-coast college survey. The No. 1 reason: 
Luckies ta,ste better. They taste better, first of all, because 
Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. Then, that tobacco is 
toasted to taste better. "It's Toasted"-the famous Lucky 
Strike process-tones up Luckies' light, good-tasting tobacco 
to make it taste even better. Now for the Droodle above, 
titled: Inept smoke ring blown by ept smoker. He's ept, of 
course, because he smokes Luckies. Be ept yourself and enjoy 
the better-tasting cigarette . . . Lucky Strike. 
ODD 
IIULLET HOLES PROM 
SQUAR! SHOOTER 
Allan Freund 
Michigan Normal 
OX MAKING OXTAIL SOUP 
Alfred J. Farina 
Hunter College 
r-----------------~ 
STUDENTS! I 
EARN $25! I I I 
Lucky Droodles* arc 
pouring in! Where 
are yours? We pay 
$25 for nil we use, 
and for many we 
don't use. So send 
every original 
Droodle in your 
noodle, with its 
descriptive title, to 
Lucky Droodle, 
P.O. Box 67, New 
York 46, N. Y. 
I 
............ ,..,., ... : 
..... - .. H•••-••••• .. ••••••-••: 
•DROODLCS,Copyrlcht 10:53 
--getten.. Wte kcktes ... 
·LUCKIES TASTE BEIIER 
by Rnl;'C'r Price ... __________ _ 
CIGARETTES 
CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER! 
@A. T. Co.· PRODUCT OF ~ ~ c.7'~ AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF CI0ARl:TT1t8 
